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Ni
II
-Ln

III
 complexes with o-vanillin as main ligand: syntheses, 

structures, magnetic and magnetocaloric properties 
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a,b

 Sergiu Shova,
c
 Giulia Lorusso,

d
 Marco 

Evangelisti 
d,e* 

Ortho-vanillin in presence of nickel and lanthanide ions yields three types of heteronuclear NiII-GdIII complexes, going from 

dinuclear to tetranuclear defect dicubane complexes, as demonstrated by their structural determinations. These 

complexes are dependent on the solvents used during the reaction processes and on the retained lanthanide ions, 

characterized by an increase of their Lewis acid character on going from lighter to heavier lanthanide ions. Intramolecular 

ferromagnetic NiII-GdIII interactions are present in the heterodinuclear NiII-GdIII entities, while ferromagnetic NiII-NiII and 

NiII-GdIII interactions dominate above 2 K in the tetranuclear NiII2-GdIII
2 compounds, devoid of any GdIII-GdIII interaction. The 

effect of a magnetic field on the magnetic entropy and adiabatic temperature changes is maximum near the liquid-helium 

boiling temperature, mainly determined by the relatively weak strength of the magnetic interactions. 

Introduction 

During the last two decades, several heteronuclear 3d-4f 

complexes have been prepared with the use of Schiff base 

ligands derived from ortho-vanillin (o-vanH).1-6 The Schiff base 

ligands have two coordination sites of different sizes and 

affinities, so that the 3d ions prefer to enter into the inner 

N2O2 site, while the 4f ions are attracted by the outer O2O2 

coordination site. Therefore, a unique main ligand is able to 

associate two different ions, which is interesting. Ortho-

vanillin is a commercial ligand and, as salicylaldehyde,7,8 two 

ligands in a trans arrangement are able to chelate 3d ions.9 

Ortho-vanillin can also yield 4f complexes, as a trinuclear GdIII 

complex10 or equivalent trinuclear DyIII complexes,11 which 

were studied for their interesting single-molecule magnet 

(SMM) properties.12,13 In view of these previous studies, ortho-

vanillin must also yield heterodinuclear 3d-4f complexes and 

the first examples involved CuII-LnIII,14,15 CoII-LnIII and NiII-LnIII 

complexes.16,17 Two o-van ligands are needed to isolate 

heterodinuclear complexes after rearrangement of these 

ligands in a cis position that allows formation of two 

oxygenated coordination sites of different sizes. In the case of 

NiII-LnIII complexes, our previous work demonstrated that 

isolation of heterodinuclear NiII-LnIII complexes implying two o-

van ligands is straightforward only with lighter Ln ions, the 

reactions becoming more puzzling with GdIII ions and heavier 

LnIII ions. More surprising rearrangements have been observed 

thanks to structural determinations with Y ions.17 In a recent 

work, we reported on the structural determinations of original 

tetranuclear CoII
2-LnIII

2 (LnIII = GdIII, TbIII, YIII) entities showing 

defect-dicubane structures.18 In view of these results, we 

decided to reinvestigate the chemistry of NiII-LnIII complexes 

prepared with use of the commercial o-vanH ligand.  

The research in molecular complexes containing gadolinium is 

particularly appealing and rewarding due to the physical 

properties of these materials, especially with reference to their 

potential application in magnetic refrigeration.19 Gadolinium 

has zero orbital angular momentum and the largest entropy 

single ion. These conditions favor the occurrence of a large 

magnetocaloric effect (MCE), that is, the changes of magnetic 

entropy ΔSm and adiabatic temperature ΔTad, following a 

change of the applied magnetic field ∆H. This effect can be 

exploited for implementing a refrigeration cycle. Therefore, 

gadolinium is the most widespread element among magnetic 

refrigerant materials.20
 We report hereafter the structural 

determinations, magnetic studies and magnetocaloric effects 

of some of the heterometallic NiII-LnIII derived from the simple 

o-vanH ligand. 

Experimental Section  

Materials 

The metal salts, Ni(CH3COO)2·4H2O, Gd(NO3)3·6H2O, 

Tb(NO3)3·6H2O, Y(NO3)3·6H2O, and ortho-vanillin (Aldrich) were 

used as purchased while Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 was prepared as 
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previously described in MeOH/H2O solution (3/1 ratio).17 High-

grade solvents were used for preparing the complexes.  

 

Complex 

The reactions described below are very similar for they imply 

the same reactants. In order to avoid repetition of the 

standard conditions, we insist on the differences introduced in 

each synthesis, differences mainly coming from the solvents 

used in each trial. 

[Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2Gd(NO3)3] 1. Addition of Gd(NO3)3·6H2O 

(0.43 g, 1 mmol) to a stirred suspension of Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 

(0.4 g, 1 mmol) in acetone (20 mL) induced dissolution of the 

nickel(II) complex. Diffusion of diethyl ether into the filtered 

acetone solution yielded crystals suitable for XRD in low yield 

(0.11 g, 15 %). Anal. Calcd. for C16H18GdN3NiO17 (740.3): C, 

26.0; H, 2.5; N, 5.7. Found: C, 26.1; H, 2.3; N, 5.3. IR (ATR): 

3576w, 3447m, 3388w, 1625s, 1610m, 1557w, 1470m, 1451s, 

1430m, 1301s, 1283s, 1207s, 1171w, 1094w,1065w, 1031w, 

949m, 855w, 814w, 785w, 732m, 650w cm–1. 

[Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2Ce(NO3)3] 2. The experiment was repeated 

with Ce(NO3)3·6H2O instead of Gd(NO3)3·6H2O. The resulting 

solution was heated for 15 min, then filtered after cooling and 

concentrated to half-volume. Slow evaporation yielded crystals 

suitable for XRD in good yield (0.50 g, 70 %). Anal. Calcd. for 

C16H18CeN3NiO17 (723.1): C, 26.6; H, 2.5; N, 5.8. Found: C, 26.3; 

H, 2.3; N, 5.5. IR (ATR): 3573w, 3436m, 3388w, 1626s, 1609m, 

1554w, 1471m, 1451s, 1428m, 1298s, 1277s, 1211s, 1170w, 

1095w,1065w, 1027m, 949m, 854w, 814w, 786w, 733m, 651w 

cm–1. 

[Ni(o-van)2(iPrOH)2Tb(NO3)3] 3. Addition of Tb(NO3)3·6H2O 

(0.43 g, 1 mmol) to a stirred suspension of Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 

(0.4 g, 1 mmol) in acetone (20 mL) induced dissolution of the 

nickel complex. Isopropyl alcohol (20 mL) was then added and 

the resulting solution was filtered and kept undisturbed until 

green crystals suitable for XRD appeared. These crystals are 

very unstable out of their solution and the yield is low, 0.16 g 

(20 %). Anal. Calcd. for C22H30N3NiO17Tb (826.1): C, 32.0; H, 3.7; 

N, 5.1. Found: C, 31.7; H, 3.5; N, 4.7. IR (ATR): 3434l, 1624s, 

1611m, 1557m, 1508w, 1473m, 1451s, 1430s, 1304s, 1283s, 

1210s, 1173w, 1096w,1067w, 1027w, 949m, 856w, 814w, 

782w, 733m, 647w cm–1. 

[Ni(o-van)2(iPrOH)(H2O)Gd(NO3)3] 4. Use of similar 

experimental conditions and Gd(NO3)3·6H2O (0.43 g, 1 mmol) 

instead of Tb(NO3)3·6H2O yielded a solution that was stirred 

and heated for 30 min and then concentrated to yield a green 

precipitate that was filtered off and dried. Yield: 0.41 g (53 %). 

Anal. Calcd. for C19H24GdN3NiO17 (782.3): C, 29.2; H, 3.1; N, 5.4. 

Found: C, 29.3; H, 2.8; N, 5.1. IR (ATR): 3403m, 1624s, 1611m, 

1557w, 1501m, 1451s, 1420s, 1305m, 1273s, 1211s, 1172w, 

1094w,1068w, 1025w, 951m, 855w, 814w, 781w, 730m, 649w 

cm–1. 

[Ni(o-van)2(CH3CN)(H2O)Gd(NO3)3] 5. Working in acetonitrile 

as a solvent yielded a green powder after heating (30 min) and 

stirring. Recrystallization from acetonitrile yielded crystals 

suitable for XRD. Yield: 0.38 g (50 %).  Anal. Calcd. for 

C18H19GdN4NiO16 (763.3): C, 28.3; H, 2.5; N, 7.3. Found: C, 28.2; 

H, 2.6; N, 7.0. IR (ATR): 3423m, 1624s, 1611m, 1552w, 1451s, 

1413m, 1328s, 1286s, 1210s, 1205s, 1096w,1062w, 1046w, 

1028w, 951m, 856w, 816w, 742w, 728m, 650w cm–1. 

[Ni(o-van)2(µµµµ-NO3)(CH3OH)Tb(o-van)(NO3)]H2O 6. A mixture of  

Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 (0.4 g, 1 mmol) and Tb(NO3)3·6H2O (0.45 g, 1 

mmol) in methanol (10 mL) was heated and stirred for 20 min, 

yielding a green solution that was filtered off after cooling and 

concentrated to half-volume. Addition of isopropyl alcohol (5 

mL) and slow evaporation yielded crystals suitable for XRD. 

Yield: 0.25 g (30 %). Anal. Calcd. for C25H25N2NiO16Tb (827.1): 

C, 36.3; H, 3.0; N, 3.4. Found: C, 35.9; H, 3.1; N, 3.0. IR (KBr): 

3373m, 1628s, 1552m, 1545m, 1475m, 1453m, 1432m, 1408s, 

1312m, 1295m, 1245m, 1210s, 1170w, 1093w,1066w, 1050w, 

1029w, 1019w, 950m, 859w, 810w, 782w, 745w, 733m, 651 

cm–1. 

[Gd(o-van)2(NO3)2Ni(OH)(OMe)Ni(o-van)2Gd(NO3)2] 

CH3COCH3 7. A mixture of Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 (0.4 g, 1 mmol) and 

Gd(NO3)3·6H2O (0.45 g, 1 mmol) in methanol (20 mL) was 

heated and stirred for 1 h, yielding a green solution that was 

filtered off after cooling and concentrated to half-volume. 

Diffusion of acetone into the resulting solution yielded crystals 

suitable for XRD. Yield: 0.12 g, 17 %. Anal. Calcd. for 

C36H38Gd2N4Ni2O27 (1390.6): C, 31.1; H, 2.7; N, 4.0. Found: C, 

30.9; H, 2.6; N, 3.8. IR (ATR): 3452w, 1703w, 1637s, 1607m, 

1554w, 1470m, 1442s, 1409m, 1294s, 1239m, 1208s, 1170w, 

1097w, 1066w, 1027w, 946m, 857w, 815w, 781w, 741w, 

727m, 651w cm–1. 

[Gd(o-van)2(NO3)2Ni(OH)2Ni(o-van)2Gd(NO3)2](CH3COCH3)2 8. 

Making the reaction in acetone and heating till a precipitate 

appears gives a complex in which only hydroxo bridges are 

present. Yield: 0.32 g, 45 %. Anal. Calcd. for C38H42Gd2N4Ni2O28 

(1434.6): C, 31.8; H, 2.9; N, 3.9. Found: C, 31.9; H, 2.7; N, 3.5. 

IR (ATR): 3450m, 1709m, 1643s, 1610m, 1553w, 1468m, 

1445s, 1417m, 1299s, 1239m, 1210s, 1167w, 1095w, 1070w, 

1032w, 951m, 859w, 815w, 787w, 742w, 727m, 649w cm–1.  

[Gd(o-van)2(NO3)2Ni(OMe)2Ni(o-van)2Gd(NO3)2] 9. If dry 

methanol (10 mL) was used, the final precipitate corresponds 

to the previous one in which hydroxo bridges are replaced by 

methoxo bridges. Yield: 0.24 g, 35 %. Anal. Calcd. for 

C34H34Gd2N4Ni2O26 (1346.5): C, 30.3; H, 2.5; N, 4.2. Found: C, 

30.3; H, 2.5; N, 3.9. IR (ATR): 1638s, 1608m, 1556w, 1471m, 

1445s, 1410m, 1295s, 1239m, 1210s, 1171w, 1098w, 1068w, 

1026w, 947m, 858w, 816w, 782w, 742w, 728m, 652w cm–1. 

[Y(o-van)2(NO3)2Ni(OH)2Ni(o-van)2Y(NO3)2] 10. Use of 95 % 

ethanol and Y(NO3)3.6H2O gave a complex that analyzed as a 

tetranuclear hydroxo bridged unit. Yield: 0.18 g, 27 %. Anal. 

Calcd. for C32H30N4Ni2O26Y2 (1297.9): C, 35.2; H, 3.3; N, 4.3. 

Found: C, 34.9; H, 3.1; N, 3.9. IR (ATR): 3603m, 1636s, 1609m, 

1555w, 1508m, 1488m, 1472m, 1442s, 1409m, 1299s, 1242m, 

1210s, 1168w, 1095w, 1067w, 1032w, 946m, 858w, 814w, 

784w, 728w, 651w cm–1. 

 

Physical measurements 

Elemental analyses were carried out at the Laboratoire de 

Chimie de Coordination Microanalytical Laboratory in 

Toulouse, France, for C, H, and N. IR spectra were recorded on 
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a Spectrum 100 FT-IR Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer using 

the ATR mode. Magnetic data were obtained with a Quantum 

Design MPMS SQUID susceptometer. Magnetic susceptibility 

measurements were performed on polycrystalline samples 

fixed by Eicosane wax in the 2-300 K temperature range in a 

0.1 T applied magnetic field. Diamagnetic corrections were 

applied by using Pascal's constants.21 Isothermal magnetization 

measurements were performed up to 5 T at 2 K. The magnetic 

susceptibilities have been computed by exact calculations of 

the energy levels associated to the spin Hamiltonian through 

diagonalization of the full matrix with a general program for 

axial and rhombic symmetries,22 and the magnetizations with 

the MAGPACK program package.23 Least-squares fittings were 

accomplished with an adapted version of the function-

minimization program MINUIT.24 Heat capacity data were 

collected in the temperature range 0.3-20 K by using a 

Quantum Design PPMS, equipped with a 3He cryostat. The 

polycrystalline samples were pressed in thin pellets with mass 

of about 0.5 mg. Apiezon-N grease was used to facilitate the 

thermalization of the samples at low temperature, and its 

contribution to the heat capacity was subtracted using a 

phenomenological expression. 

 

Crystallographic Data Collections and Structure Determinations for 

(1), (2), (3), (5), (6) and (7) 

Crystals of 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 were kept in the mother liquor 

until they were dipped into oil. The chosen crystals were 

mounted on a Mitegen micromount and quickly cooled down 

to 130 K (1), 160 K (5) or 180 K (6, 7), except for (2, 3) that 

were measured at 293 K. The selected crystals of 1 (light 

green, 0.35×0.2×0.05 mm3), 2 (light green, 0.5×0.35×0.3 mm3), 

3 (green, 0.35×0.075×0.075 mm3), 5 (green, 0.5×0.4×0.3 mm3), 

6 (yellow green, 0.35×0.2×0.05 mm3) and 7 (light green, 

0.18×0.12×0.02 mm3) were mounted on a Xcalibur Oxford 

Diffraction diffractometer (1), an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 (2, 3), a 

STOE-IPDS (5, 6), or on a Bruker Kappa Apex II (7)  using a 

graphite-monochromated Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073Å) and 

equipped with an Oxford Instrument Cooler Device. The unit 

cell determination and data integration were carried out using 

CrysAlis RED, Xred or SAINT packages.25-28 The reflections were 

corrected for Lorentz-polarization effects with the MolEN 

package29 and semi-empirical absorption corrections based on 

ψ scans were applied for the CAD4 measurements.30 The 

structures have been solved by Direct Methods using 

SHELXS9731 or SIR92,32 and refined by means of least-squares 

procedures on a F2 with the program SHELXL9733 included in 

the software package WinGX version 1.63.34 Atomic Scattering 

Factors were taken from International tables for X-Ray 

Crystallography.33 All non-hydrogen atoms were 

anisotropically refined, and all hydrogen atoms were refined 

by using a riding model. Drawings of molecules are performed 

with the programs ZORTEP35 and ORTEP3 with 30% probability 

displacement ellipsoids for non-hydrogen atoms.36 CIF data for 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 have been deposited at CCDC with 

references CCDC 1053697, 1581923, 1581924, 1581926 to 

1581928. 

Crystal data for 1: C16H18GdN3NiO17, M = 740.29, monoclinic, 

P21/c, Z = 4, a = 9.3439(5), b = 18.1612(7), c = 14.3985(7) Å, α = 

γ = 90°, β = 106.594(6)°,  V = 2341.63(19) Å3, 16403 collected 

reflections, 4277 unique reflections (Rint = 0.0308), R-factor = 

0.0208, weighted R-factor = 0.0492 for 3735 contributing 

reflections [I > 2σ (I)]. CCDC1581928. 

Crystal data for 2: C16H18CeN3NiO17, M = 723.16, monoclinic, 

P21/c, Z = 4, a = 9.4537(6), b = 18.3586(14), c = 14.5970(12) Å, 

α =  γ = 90°, β = 106.503(6)°, V = 2429.0(3) Å3, 6185 collected 

reflections, 5853 unique reflections (Rint = 0.0123), R-factor = 

0.0209, weighted R-factor = 0.0577 for 4602 contributing 

reflections [I > 2σ(I)]. CCDC1581927. 

Crystal data for 3: C22H30N3NiO17Tb, M = 826.12, monoclinic, 

P21/c, Z = 4, a = 9.5216(19), b = 16.757(3), c = 19.565(4) Å, α =  

γ = 90°, β = 93.34 (3)°, V = 3116.3(11) Å3, 25121 collected 

reflections, 7149 unique reflections (Rint = 0.062), R = 0.0349, 

weighted R-factor = 0.0481 for 5037 contributing reflections [I 

> 2σ(I)]. CCDC1581926. 

Crystal data for 5: C18H19GdN4NiO16, M = 763.33, monoclinic, 

P21/c, Z = 4, a = 9.9098(14), b = 15.519(2), c = 16.211(2) Å, α =  

γ = 90°, β = 94.695 (15)°, V = 2484.6(6) Å3, 17331 collected 

reflections, 3917 unique reflections (Rint = 0.0258), R = 0.0349, 

weighted R-factor = 0.0481 for 3765 contributing reflections [I 

> 2σ(I)]. CCDC1053697. 

Crystal data for 6: C25H25N2NiO16Tb, M = 827.10, monoclinic, 

P21/n, Z = 4, a = 11.1842(11), b = 15.6136(13), c = 16.5063(14) 

Å, α =  γ = 90°, β = 90.277 (11)°, V = 2882.4(4) Å3, 28070 

collected reflections, 5523 unique reflections (Rint = 0.0475), R 

= 0.0316, weighted R-factor = 0.0673 for 4117 contributing 

reflections [I > 2σ(I)]. CCDC1581924. 

Crystal data for 7: C36H37Gd2N4Ni2O27, M = 1389.62, triclinic, P-

1, Z = 1, a = 10.7627(5), b = 11.1417(5), c = 12.7244(6) Å, α = 

73.703(2)°, β = 66.381 (2)°, γ = 64.462(2)°, V = 1250.65(10) Å3, 

19324 collected reflections, 5063 unique reflections (Rint = 

0.0251), R = 0.0505, weighted R-factor = 0.173 for 4117 

contributing reflections [I > 2σ(I)]. CCDC1581923. 

 

 

Scheme 1. Structures of type I and II for NiII-GdIII complexes. 

Results 

In a previous paper, we showed that the reaction of Ni(o-

van)2(H2O)2 with lanthanide(III) ions allowed isolation of two 

types (I and II, respectively, see Scheme 1) of heterodinuclear 

NiII-LnIII complexes. With lighter LnIII ions, CeIII in the present 

work or PrIII,17 these complexes are prepared in good yields. 

The NiII and LnIII ions are bridged by two deprotonated ortho-
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vanillin ligands (o-van), the NiII coordination sphere being 

completed to six oxygen atoms by two water molecules in 

apical positions while the LnIII ions are ten coordinate with 

their coordination sphere completed by three chelating nitrato 

anions. The second type of complexes was obtained with 

heavier LnIII ions. In comparison to the first type of complex, a 

chelating nitrato ligand was replaced by an o-van ligand while 

a water molecule on the NiII ion was replaced by the oxygen 

atom of a bridging nitrato anion. These changes introduce a 

larger deformation of the equatorial plane and a decrease of 

the LnIII coordination from ten to nine. At first, we reproduced 

this simple reaction in different conditions, allowing us to 

isolate several new complexes and, as such, to understand the 

GdIII complexation with the Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 complex. Working 

with acetonitrile a type-I complex is isolated with an 

acetonitrile molecule replacing a water molecule (complex 5). 

In acetone the reaction is more puzzling. Addition of isopropyl 

alcohol to an acetone solution resulting from the reaction of 

Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 with Tb(NO3)3·6H2O yielded nice crystals 

corresponding to type-I complex 1 with two isopropyl alcohol 

molecules in place of the water ligands (complex 3). These 

crystals are stable in their solution or in grease but in an open 

atmosphere they readily give powders analyzed as complex 4, 

a water molecule replacing an isopropyl alcohol one. They can 

also be obtained by heating of the acetone/isopropyl alcohol 

solution. Eventually, the expected type-I NiII-GdIII complex with 

two water molecules in the nickel(II) coordination sphere was 

obtained by diffusion of diethyl ether into an acetone solution, 

without heating of the filtered solution. Complex 1 is not as 

stable as expected since it can be transformed to type-II 

complex, as shown previously, but it can also yield a new type 

of tetranuclear complexes (type-III) after heating in acetone, 

methanol or ethanol. Only one of these tetranuclear 

complexes gave crystals by acetone diffusion into a methanol 

solution of the Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 and Gd(NO3)3·6H2O reactants. 

This complex 7 does correspond to a tetranuclear NiII2-GdIII
2 

entity with a defect-dicubane central core in which two 

nickel(II) ions are linked with methoxo and hydroxo bridges. 

Depending on the reaction conditions and according to the 

analytical results, the bridges can be modified, going from 

mixed hydroxo-methoxo bridges (complex 7) to pure hydroxo 

(complexes 8 and 10) or methoxo (complex 9) ones. Infrared 

data are informative to differentiate these three different 

types of complexes. A look at the C=O stretching bands 

indicates that two bands are present in the 1624-1622 and 

1611-1608 cm-1 areas for type-I complexes. Two bands appear 

again for the tetranuclear type-III complexes but the higher 

band is shown in the 1643-1635 cm-1 zone. For type-II 

dinuclear complexes three bands can be seen, the highest 

being in the 1629-1628 cm-1 zone. 

Structure determinations 

The complexes 1, 2, 3, 5 crystallize in the monoclinic space 

group P21/c with Z = 4. Since the structural determinations 

confirm several common features, we only report Figure 1 for 

complex 1 and Figure 2 for complex 5, the other Figures 

appearing in the SI as Figures S1 (complex 2) and S2 (complex 

3), with selected bonds and angles given in the corresponding 

captions. Two o-van ligands chelate the NiII and LnIII ions, 

yielding central and practically planar NiO2Ln cores, with the 

deprotonated phenoxo functions bridging the metal ions. The 

three nitrato anions are chelated to the LnIII ion, which are ten-

coordinate, surrounded by oxygen atoms coming from 

deprotonated phenoxo functions (2) and methoxy groups (2) 

of the two o-van ligands and from the nitrato anions (6). The 

NiII ions are six-coordinate to the phenoxo (2) and aldehyde (2) 

o-van oxygen atoms and to two donor atoms in axial position. 

These donor atoms belong to water molecules in complexes 1 

and 2, isopropyl alcohol molecules in complex 3, and to water 

and CH3CN molecules in complex 5. These axial Ni-O or Ni-N 

bonds are slightly larger (2.058(2)-2.068(2) Å) than the Ni-O 

equatorial ones (2.001(2)-2.029(2) Å). These complexes 

correspond to the type-I complexes. 
 

 

Figure 1. The molecular structure of 1 with atom numbering. Hydrogen atoms 

are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths and angles: Ni-O1 2.007(2), Ni-O2 

2.001(2), Ni-O5 2.008(2), Ni-O6 2.015(2), Ni-O16 2.067(2), Ni-O17 2.068(2), Gd-

O1 2.340(2), Gd-O2 2.345(2), Gd-O3 2.345(2), Gd-O4 2.532(2), Gd-O7 2.499(2), 

Gd-O8 2.522(2), Gd-O10 2.540(2), Gd-O11 2.536(2), Gd-O13 2.552(2), Gd-O14 

2.491(2) Å, O1 Ni O2 78.79(8), O1 Gd O2 65.76(7), Ni O1 Gd 107.72(9), Ni O3 Gd 

107.72(9)°. 

 

Figure 2. The molecular structure of 5 with atom numbering. Hydrogen atoms are 

omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths and angles: Ni-O1 2.003(2), Ni-O2 2.014(2), 

Ni-O5 2.028(2), Ni-O6 2.029(2), Ni-O7 2.058(2), Ni-N1 2.068(2), Gd-O1 2.368(2), Gd-O2 

2.335(2), Gd-O3 2.563(2), Gd-O4 2.560(2), Gd-O8 2.483(2), Gd-O9 2.558(2), Gd-O11 

2.476(2), Gd-O12 2.455(2), Gd-O14 2.543(2), Gd-O15 2.560(2) Å, O1 Ni O2 79.59(7), O1 

Gd O2 66.29(6), Ni O1 Gd 106.59(7), Ni O2 Gd 107.48(7)°. 

The complex [Ni(o-van)2(µ-NO3)(H2O)Tb(o-van)(NO3)]H2O 6 is 

again a heterodinuclear NiII-TbIII complex, isomorphous with 
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the previously described NiII-YIII and NiII-GdIII equivalents.17 In 

comparison with the complexes 1, 2, 3 described above, there 

are three main structural differences in these type-II 

complexes. Instead of three chelating nitrato anions, the TbIII 

coordination sphere involves only one chelating nitrato anion, 

the second one insuring a supplementary bridge between the 

NiII and TbIII ions while the third one is replaced by a chelating 

deprotonated o-van ligand, the TbIII ion becoming nine-

coordinate. The NiII ion remains six-coordinate but a solvent 

molecule is replaced by the oxygen atom of the bridging 

nitrato anion. Eventually the two o-van ligands defining the 

nickel(II) equatorial plane depart from planarity, as depicted in 

Figure 3. 

Complexes 7, 8, 9, 10 correspond to a new type of NiII-LnIII 

complexes. Complex 7, formulated [Gd(o-

van)2(NO3)2Ni(OH)(OMe)Ni(o-van)2Gd(NO3)2]CH3COCH3, is a 

centrosymmetric tetranuclear NiII2-GdIII
2 complex molecule 

with a defect-dicubane central core, as shown in Figure 4. Two 

nickel(II) ions and the two bridging groups (hydroxo and 

methoxo) that make a double bridge between the NiII ions 

occupy the vertices of the common face of the defect-

dicubane structure. Note that the hydroxo anion is hydrogen-

bridged to an acetone molecule. Each bridging group is also 

linked to a gadolinium(III) ion, so that it behaves as a µ3-OR (R 

= H or CH3) ligand. The four metal ions are involved in a plane 

in which the NiII ions occupy the central position. If each NiII 

ion is linked to the three other ions, there is no direct bridge in 

between the GdIII ions, which are bridged only to the NiII ions. 

Surprisingly, the NiII and GdIII metal ions are coordinated in the 

same way to two deprotonated o-van ligands, by the aldehyde 

and phenoxo oxygen atoms of a ligand and the phenoxo and 

methoxy oxygen atoms of the second ligand, which define six 

and five-membered rings around the metal centres. The 

phenoxo oxygen atoms are in a trans position around the NiII 

ion when they are in a cis position around the GdIII ion. This set 

of o-van and bridging ligands yield six-coordinate NiII ions and 

five-coordinate GdIII ions, the GdIII coordination sphere being 

completed to nine by two supplementary chelating nitrato 

anions. The nickel environment can be considered as a 

distorted octahedron with a Λ configuration for one NiII ion 

and a ∆ configuration for the other one, in agreement with the 

centrosymmetric space group found for these complexes. The 

Ni-O bonds are comprised between 1.991(5) to 2.043(5) Å, 

except for the Ni-O(methoxy) bond that is larger, 2.145(6) Å. 

As usual, the Gd-O bond lengths depend on the nature of the 

oxygen atoms, varying from 2.319(5) to 2.492(6) Å, the Gd-O 

(methoxy) bond being larger (2.622(6) Å). The OH-Ni-OH and 

Ni-OH-Ni angles deviate from 90°, with values of 84.6(2) and 

95.4(2). There are intramolecular hydrogen bonds involving 

the non-coordinated acetone molecules and the hydroxo 

groups. 

The structural determination demonstrates that the o-van 

ligands, which are roughly in the same plane in the starting 

nickel complex and in the dinuclear NiII-LnIII entities, become 

practically perpendicular in the NiII2-GdIII
2 complex, which 

induces a change in the NiII and GdIII coordination spheres. This 

new arrangement implies breaking at least one Ni-O and one 

Gd-O bonds. Since Gd(NO3)3 entities are non-electrolytes in 

acetone while they behave as 2/1 electrolytes in methanol,37 

and since these ionic species are acidic in protic solvents,38 we 

understand the breaking of the bonds and the replacement of 

a nitrato ligand by an hydroxo one. 

 

 
Figure 3. The molecular structure of 6 with atom numbering. Hydrogen atoms are 

omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths and angles: Ni-O1 2.004(2), Ni-O2 1.990(3), 

Ni-O5 2.017(3), Ni-O6 2.031(3), Ni-O7 2.071(3), Ni-O8 2.073(4), Tb-O1 2.368(3), Tb-O2 

2.314(3), Tb-O3 2.623(3), Tb-O4 2.565(3), Tb-O9 2.545(3), Tb-O11 2.447(3), Tb-O12 

2.467(3), Tb-O14 2.344(3), Tb-O15 2.267(3), Ni...Tb 3.3476(6) Å, O1 Ni O2 84.92(11), O1 

Gd O2 71.43(10), Ni O1 Gd 101.70(12), Ni O2 Gd 101.86(11)°. 

 

Figure 4. The molecular structure of 7 with atom numbering. Hydrogen atoms are 

omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths and angles: Ni-O1 1.991(5), Ni-O2 2.042(4), 

Ni-O2’ 2.041(4), Ni-O3 2.043(5), Ni-O4 2.145(6), Ni-O5 2.013(5), Gd-O1 2.369(5), Gd-O2 

2.383(4), Gd-O5’ 2.319(5), Gd-O6 2.622(6), Gd-O7 2.489(6), Gd-O8 2.467(7), Gd-O10 

2.492(6), Gd-O11 2.463(6), Gd-O13 2.391(7), Gd...Ni 3.4821(9), Gd’...Ni 3.4146(9) Å, O1 

Ni O2’ 102.9(2), O2 Ni O2’ 84.28(18), Ni O2 Ni’ 95.7(2), Ni O2’ Gd’ 100.8(2), Ni O2 Gd 

103.5(2), Ni O5’ Gd’ 103.8(2)°. 

Magnetic properties 

Figure 5 shows the susceptibility, as the χMT product, for 

complexes 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9. For complex 4, χMT is equal to 

9.43 cm3mol-1K at 300 K, slightly increasing to 9.69 cm3mol-1K 

at 100 K and then sharp increasing on further lowering T down 

to 5 K where it is equal to 12.30 cm3mol-1K. A slight decrease 

to 11.73 cm3mol-1K is finally observed between 5 and 2 K. The 

χMT value at room temperature corresponds to the expected 

value of 9.5 cm3mol-1K for one isolated NiII and one GdIII ions, 

and gNi = 2.05, gGd = 2.  
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Figure 5. Temperature-dependence of the χMT product for complexes 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9, collected for the applied external field of 0.1 T. Solid red line corresponds to the best fits 

(see text).

The experimental data indicate the occurrence of an overall 

ferromagnetic interaction in complex 4. The magnetic 

susceptibility has been computed by exact calculation of the 

energy levels, through diagonalization of the full energy-

matrix, associated with the full spin-Hamiltonian: 

Ĥ = −JNiGd ŝNi⋅ŝGd + DNisz
2 + gNiµBHsNi + gGdµBHsGd, 

where the first term accounts for the magnetic exchange 

between the NiII and GdIII ions, DNi is the uniaxial anisotropy 

parameter for the NiII ion, sz is the z component of the ŝNi 

vector, and the last two terms correspond to the Zeeman 

interaction. An additional coupling parameter, zJ, has also 

been introduced to take into account the intermolecular 

interactions within the frame of the molecular field 

approximation. The best fit yields JNiGd = 2.48 cm-1, DNi = 4.7 

cm-1, gNi = 2.05, zJ = 0.005 cm-1, with a r factor equal to 1.0 

× 10-5, r = Σ[(χMT)obs −(χMT)calc]
2
/[Σ (χMT)obs]2. In the absence of 

the weak zJ term, the fit at low temperature is not good and 

the DNi term is overestimated. Conversely, the introduction of 

the zJ term does increase the quality of the fit and furnishes a 

DNi term in agreement with previous values.39 In order to check 

the validity of these results, the Magpack program22,23 has 

been used to fit the experimental magnetization curve at low 

temperature. As we cannot include the zJ term in that 

program, the calculated magnetization is slightly larger than 

the experimental data in the 0.5-2 T domain. Nevertheless, this 

result confirms the ferromagnetic NiII-GdIII interaction and the 

presence of a zero-field splitting (ZFS) term for the NiII ion 

(Figure S3).  

The same Hamiltonian is also used to model the magnetic 

properties of the NiII-GdIII dimers 1 and 5. The best fits of the 

susceptibilities and the isothermal magnetizations (Figures S4 

and S5) give: JNiGd = 2.77 cm-1, DNi = 2.8 cm-1, gNi = 2.03, zJ = 

−0.017 cm-1 with a r factor equal to 2.0 × 10-5 for 1 and JNiGd = 

2.31 cm-1, DNi = 0.7 cm-1, gNi = 2.04 with a r factor equal to 2.0 

× 10-5 for 5.  

For complex 7, χMT is practically constant from 300 K (19.19 

cm3mol-1K) to 100 K (20.60 cm3mol-1K), while it increases 

sharply below 50 K till 44.50 cm3mol-1K at 2 K. The value at 

room temperature is larger than the expected for two NiII and 

two GdIII ions without interaction and with gNi = gGd = 2 (17.75 

cm3mol-1K). This difference comes from an underestimation of 

the nickel(II) χMT contribution, the gNi factor being larger than 

2. On the contrary, the χMT value at 2 K is not far from what is 

expected for a complex with active ferromagnetic interactions 

(45 cm3mol-1K). From the structural determination of complex 

7, it is clear that each NiII ion interacts with the other NiII ion 

and also with the two GdIII ions, while the GdIII ions do not 

interact between themselves. Therefore, the spin-Hamiltonian 

used to fit these susceptibility data is  

Ĥ = −JNiNi ŝNi1⋅ŝNi2 −JNiGd (ŝNi1⋅ŝGd1 + ŝNi1⋅ŝGd2 + ŝNi2⋅ŝGd1 + ŝNi2⋅ŝGd2) + 

2DNisz
2 + gNiµBHsNi1 + gNiµBHsNi2 + gGdµBHsGd1 + gGdµBHsGd2. 

The best fit yields JNiNi = 43.8 cm-1, JNiGd = 1.21 cm-1, DNi = 5.8 

cm-1, gNi = 2.06, with a r factor equal to 1.0 × 10-5 for 7. The 
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experimental magnetization curves for T = 2-10 K (Figure S6) 

are nicely fitted with these values introduced in the Magpack 

program, hence confirming that only ferromagnetic 

interactions are present in the tetranuclear dicubane complex. 

Complexes 8 and 9 are again tetranuclear dicubane defect 

complexes with respectively di-hydroxo or di-methoxo bridges 

instead of the mixed hydroxo-methoxo bridges present in 

complex 7. The fits of the χMT vs. T curves give: JNiNi = 25.0 cm-

1, JNiGd = 1.40 cm-1, gNi = 2.00, DNi = 5.5 cm-1, r = 2.0 × 10-5 for 8, 

and JNiNi = 33.8 cm-1, JNiGd = 1.12 cm-1, gNi = 2.01, DNi = 5.5 cm-1, 

r = 1.0 × 10-5 for 9. A very weak zJ term (zJ = −0.002 cm-1) is 

introduced for complex 8. The magnetization values of 17.6 

and 17.9 NµB  at 2 K and 5 T (see Figures S7 and S8) confirm 

the S = 9 ground state of these two complexes 8 and 9. 

The value of JNiGd is correlated to the hinge angle, the dihedral 

angle between the O-Ni-O and O-Gd-O planes of the central 

Ni(O2)Gd core of the molecule, and the Ni-O-Gd bridging 

angles. In 1, 5 and 7, the hinge angles are very similar, varying 

from 1 to 3°. The bridging Ni-O-Gd angles are equal to 108° for 

1 and 107° for 5, which is in agreement with similar JNiGd values 

for 1 and 5, i.e., 2.77 and 2.31 cm-1, respectively. Differently, 

the bridging angle decreases to 102° for complex 7 and, 

correspondingly, JNiGd decreases to 1.21 cm-1. These values do 

agree with previous published data, the largest JNiGd values (2-3 

cm-1) corresponding to bridging angles equal to 109-110°, 

while angles of ca. 100° yield JNiGd values of ca. 1 cm-1.40 

In order to check the ferromagnetic NiII-NiII interaction for the 

tetranuclear dicubane complexes, the GdIII ion is replaced in 10 

by a diamagnetic YIII ion, so that the NiII-NiII interaction is the 

only magnetic active parameter. The χMT for 10 (Figure S9) 

varies from 3.25 cm3mol-1K at 300 K to 3.12 cm3mol-1K at 140 

K, passing through a maximum of 3.68 cm3mol-1K at 15 K, and 

it decreases to 2.99 cm3mol-1K at 2 K. This behavior confirms 

the presence of a ferromagnetic NiII-NiII interaction that we 

quantify by the use of the spin-Hamiltonian 

Ĥ = −JNiNi ŝNi1⋅ŝNi2 + DNisz
2 + gNiµBHsNi1 + gNiµBHsNi2, 

obtaining JNiNi = 25.0 cm-1, gNi = 2.22, DNi = 5.4 cm-1 and r = 1.3 

× 10-5 for 10. The 4 NµB magnetization value confirms the S = 2 

ground state at 2 K (Figure S10). It should be noted that a 

temperature independent paramagnetism term (TIP) is needed 

to fit the high-temperature domain of the χMT curve. 

Heat capacity properties 

Measurements of the heat capacity, C/R, where R is the gas 

constant, are shown in Figure 6 for complexes 1, 5 and 7. The 

non-magnetic, lattice heat capacity, Clatt, is the dominant 

contribution above 5-10 K for each complex. The fit to the 

Debye model (dashed lines in Fig. 6) gives the Debye 

temperature ϴD = 54.5 K for 1, 61.4 K for 5 and 39.5 K for 7, 

which is consistent with typical values reported for molecular 

nanomagnets.41 Below 5 K, the lattice contribution rapidly 

vanishes and field-dependent Schottky anomalies arise from 

the splitting of the spin levels. The dependence on the applied 

field of the magnetic contribution to the heat capacity, i.e., Cm 

= C – Clatt, is reasonably well reproduced (solid lines in Fig. 6) 

by using the same models and sets of parameters obtained 

from fitting the magnetic data. Discrepancies become evident 

on lowering the applied field and temperature, i.e., when 

intermolecular interactions become relevant, since they are 

not taken into account in the spin-Hamiltonian used to model 

the magnetic data.  

 
Figure 6. Temperature-dependence of the molar heat capacity, C/R, where R is the gas 

constant, for complexes 1, 5 and 7 (from top to bottom, respectively), collected for 

several applied magnetic fields, as labelled. Solid lines are the calculated magnetic 

contributions by making use of the model and parameters obtained from fitting the 

magnetic data. Dashed lines are the calculated lattice contributions. 

 

For 1 and 7, the zero-field (H = 0) heat capacity shows a sharp 

peak, which is superimposed to the low-T tail of the Schottky 

anomaly and centered at T = 0.49 K and 0.45 K, respectively. 

For both complexes, the peak is promptly and fully removed by 

applying the magnetic field, denoting that it has to be 

associated with a magnetic phase transition. Differently, no 

marked feature characterizes the zero-field heat capacity of 5 
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other than the Schottky anomaly. Nonetheless, a tiny yet 

discernible anomaly can be seen to occur at ca. 0.5 K, which is 

probably ascribed to the onset of a magnetic phase transition. 

The almost full suppression of the peak in 5 is likely the result 

of the presence of acetonitrile molecules that, by preventing 

the formation of hydrogen bonds, strongly restrain the 

intermolecular interactions. 

Intermolecular correlations start to develop below ca. 2-3 K, 

concomitantly with the stabilization of the highest spin state 

per molecule. As can be seen in Fig. S11, the value of the zero-

field molar entropy S/R = ∫C/(RT)dT at these temperatures is 

consistent with full ferromagnetic intramolecular alignment, 

which corresponds to one NiII spin, sNi, and one GdIII spin, sGd, 

per molecule, i.e., ln(2 × Stot + 1) = 2.3, where Stot = sGd + sNi = 

9/2, for 1 and 5, and to two NiII spins and two GdIII spins per 

molecule, i.e., ln(2 × Stot + 1) = 2.9, where Stot = 2 × sNi + 2 × sGd 

= 9, for 7. Note that the lattice contribution to the entropy is 

negligible at these temperatures (Fig. S11). As the temperature 

is increased above these values, the entropy content 

associated with the ferromagnetic intramolecular ordering is 

gradually removed, as seen by the continuously increasing S(T) 

curves in Figure S11. The maximum magnetic entropy value 

per mole is calculated as Sm
max/R = ln(2 × sGd + 1) + ln(2 × sNi  + 

1) = 3.2 for 1 and 5, and to 2 × ln(2 × sGd + 1) + 2 × ln(2 × sNi + 

1) = 6.4 for 7. This value is not reached experimentally since 

the determination of the magnetic entropy Sm(T) becomes too 

uncertain above the temperature of ca. 10 K. 

Discussion 

We have already shown that the use of a compartmental Schiff 

base of the salen-type ligand involving o-vanillin is able to give 

an isostructural NiII-LnIII series on going from lighter to heavier 

LnIII ions.42 More recently, we have demonstrated that 

replacement of the Schiff base by o-vanillin alone does not 

yield a simple heterodinuclear NiII-LnIII series, complexes of 

different composition being isolated.17 At that time, we could 

identify two types of complexes. With light LnIII ions, the NiII 

ion is chelated in a cis conformation to two o-vanillin ligands 

by the aldehyde and phenoxo oxygen atoms, the LnII ion 

occupying the outer O2O2 coordination site implying the 

phenoxo and methoxy oxygen atoms. The LnIII ion is ten-

coordinate, the three chelating nitrato anions completing the 

LnIII coordination sphere while the NiII ion is in an octahedral 

environment, with two axial water molecules (type-I 

complexes). Here, we show that the equivalent NiII-GdIII 

complex 1 can be prepared, as confirmed by its structural 

determination, but it is isolated in low yield in comparison to 

the NiII-CeIII equivalent 2, i.e., 15 % against 75 %, respectively. 

Furthermore, while the NiII-CeIII preparation is straightforward, 

the situation becomes more complex for NiII-GdIII. This is why 

we had a special interest to that puzzling question. These type-

I complexes are obtained in acetone (NiII-CeIII) or a mixture of 

non-protic solvents (acetone-diethyl ether for NiII-GdIII complex 

1). An acetone-acetonitrile mixture gives a similar complex in 

which a water molecule is replaced by a CH3CN molecule 

(complex NiII-GdIII 5) while an acetone-isopropyl alcohol 

mixture allows isolation of a very unstable NiII-TbIII complex 3 

with two isopropyl molecules replacing the axial water ones. 

These crystals effloresce very quickly to give powders 

corresponding to the [Ni(o-van)2(iPrOH)(H2O)Ln(NO3)3] 

formulation (LnIII = GdIII, TbIII). 

Use of protic solvents such as methanol followed by addition 

of isopropyl alcohol allows crystallization of the NiII-TbIII 

complex 6 that corresponds to the previously characterized 

NiII-YIII type-II complex. In this experimental process, part of 

the initial Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 complex is destroyed for a 

supplementary o-vanillin ligand replaces a nitrato anion, the 

NiII ion being still chelated to two o-vanillin ligands in a cis 

conformation (type-II complex). The same reaction in 

methanol alone furnishes green powders that do not 

correspond to the type-II complexes. The addition of acetone 

to the methanol solution yielded crystals that highlight a new 

type of complexes with a defect-dicubane structure, as 

observed for complex 7. Therefore, the addition of gadolinium 

nitrate to Ni(o-van)2(H2O)2 can yield three types of NiII-LnIII 

complexes with different chemical formulas corresponding to 

heterodinuclear (NiII-LnIII, type-I or II) or heteroteteranuclear 

(NiII2-LnIII
2, type-III). This confirms that the use of o-vanillin 

instead of a Schiff base ligand derived from o-vanillin gives a 

richer chemistry, which is much more complex and more 

difficult to master. 

The use of the “SHAPE program” allows to quantify the 

deformation of the nickel coordination sphere from the ideal 

octahedron geometry with help of the continuous shape 

measure parameters S(Oh), S(Oh) being equal to 0 for a 

perfect octahedron. For complexes 1, 2, 3, S(Oh) are 

respectively equal to 0.50, 0.31 and 0.40. The value slightly 

increases for complex 5 (S(Oh) = 0.81), where a nitrogen atom 

replaces an oxygen atom in axial position and becomes larger 

in complex 7 (S(Oh) = 1.31), the tetranuclear structure being 

more constrained. It is in the type-II complex 6 that the NiII ion 

is practically in a perfect octahedral environment (S(Oh) = 

0.14), as observed in the previous work.17                                                                                                                           

A look at the magnetic properties does confirm that the 

dinuclear NiII-GdIII complexes are characterized by very similar 

interaction parameters, JNiGd varying from 2.31 to 2.77 cm-1, 

with positive axial zero-field splitting DNi terms going from 0.7 

to 4.7 cm-1. We have shown in a previous work that an 

increase of DNi corresponds to an axial elongation of the Ni-

O(N) bond lengths.39 This study also showed that DNi for the 

type-II [Ni(o-van)2(µ-NO3)(H2O)Y(o-van)(NO3)]H2O complex was 

negative,39 which explains the synthesis and magnetic study of 

the equivalent [Ni(o-van)2(µ-NO3)(H2O)Tb(o-van)(NO3)]H2O 

complex 6 in order to check if it behaves as a single-molecule 

magnet. Unfortunately, observation of a negative result 

highlights the complexity of the SMM problem, introduction of 

two anisotropic ions inducing not necessarily a positive effect 

on the SMM behavior. We previously showed that trinuclear 

CoII-GdIII-CoII complexes in which anisotropy comes from the 

CoII ions, behave as SMM.43,44 A similar behavior could be 

expected in our tetranuclear NiII2-GdIII
2 complexes, NiII ions 

being anisotropic and the NiII-NiII and NiII-GdIII magnetic 
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interactions being ferromagnetic. However, ac measurements 

gave again a negative response. 

Finally, we have studied the magnetocaloric properties for 

some representative compounds, namely 1, 5 and 7, that are 

interesting for magnetic refrigeration application, mainly due 

to their gadolinium content. A further reason of interest in 

terms of this application is that complexes 1, 5 and 7 are 

characterized by relatively small molecular masses. More 

specifically, the ratio of the metal ion mass compared to the 

molecular mass is significantly large, in addition to being very 

similar for each compound, since it is equal to 29.2 %, 28.3 % 

and 31.1 %, for 1, 5 and 7, respectively. Note that a large 

magnetic density implies a correspondingly large content of 

magnetic entropy, which can ultimately favor a large 

magnetocaloric effect. From our experiments, in particular 

from the entropy curves S(T, H), plotted in Figure S11, we 

estimate the magnetic entropy change −ΔSm (T, ∆H) = S(T, Hi) – 

S(T, Hf) and the adiabatic temperature change ΔTad (Tf, ∆H) = Ti 

(S, Hi) – Tf (S, Hf), that follow the change of the applied field ∆H 

= Hi – Hf. Note that the lattice entropy is irrelevant for the 

estimation of ΔSm, because it is non-magnetic and thus it 

cancels out.  

 

 

Figure 7. Top, from left to right (for complexes 1, 5 and 7, respectively): Temperature-dependence of the magnetic entropy change for the indicated applied field changes, as 

obtained from heat capacity and magnetization data (see text). Bottom, from left to right (for complexes 1, 5 and 7, respectively): Temperature-dependence of the adiabatic 

temperature change for the indicated applied field changes, as obtained from heat capacity data (see text). 

The resulting curves for 1, 5 and 7 are plotted in Figure 7 for 

µ0∆H = 1, 3 and 7 T, where Hf = 0. The magnetic entropy 

change is calculated additionally for µ0∆H = 1, 3 and 5 T by 

applying the Maxwell equation −ΔSm (T, ∆H) = ∫(∂M/∂T)H dH to 

the magnetization M data (see Figures S4, S5 and S6). The 

good agreement between the two sets of ΔSm (T, ∆H) data, 

obtained independently from C(T, H) and M(T, H), confirms the 

correctness of the procedures employed. The overall trend of 

the MCE shows maxima in −ΔSm (T, ∆H) and ΔTad (Tf, ∆H) at 

relatively low temperatures, mainly driven by the weak 

strength of the underlying magnetic interactions. In particular, 

the maximum values reached by −ΔSm (T, ∆H) for µ0∆H = 7 T 

are rather similar for each compound and corresponds to 21.0 

J kg-1K-1 at T = 3.5 K for 1, 22.1 J kg-1K-1 at T = 2.9 K for 5, and 

20.9 J kg-1K-1 at T = 4.7 K for 7. The adiabatic temperature 

change ΔTad (Tf, ∆H) behaves in a similar manner for the three 

compounds, reaching the maximum values of 7.5 K at Tf = 2.4 K 

for 1, 8.8 K at Tf = 2.2 K for 5, and 7.7 K at Tf = 2.9 K for 7, all for 

µ0∆H = 7 T. The overall slightly larger MCE for 5 can be 

understood by a comparison with 1. Both complexes are very 

similar to one another, in terms of the magnetic density and 

strength of the exchange coupling JNiGd, regardless of the 

intermolecular interactions that are too weak to play any 

significant role above 1 K and/or 1 T. The one and only 

relevant difference is the single-ion anisotropy DNi, which 

amounts to 2.8 cm-1 for 1 and 0.7 cm-1 for 5, as obtained from 

fitting the magnetization data. 

It should be emphasized that, by limiting the spin degrees of 

freedom, the magnetic anisotropy hinders the MCE, that is, it 

lowers the −ΔSm (T, ∆H) and ΔTad (T, ∆H) curves, while 

broadening and shifting them towards higher T, the more so 

the larger the anisotropy.19 Therefore, the behavior to be 
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expected is nicely consistent with the observations. The 

magnetocaloric properties of several other NiII-GdIII molecular 

complexes have been reported so far. The here-investigated 

MCE for 1, 5 and 7 is larger than in most cases,45 with the 

exception of those characterized by a relatively higher GdIII 

nuclearity with respect to NiII.46    

Conclusions 

This paper demonstrates that the use of a simple ligand such 

as o-vanillin allows the preparation of heterodinuclear NiII-LnIII 

complexes. In comparison of NiII-LnIII complexes made with 

Schiff bases, two o-van ligands are needed instead of the 

unique Schiff base ligand. This difference introduces a 

supplementary degree of freedom from the synthetic point of 

view, which increases the synthetic possibilities. Furthermore, 

the Lewis acidity increase of the LnIII ions in protic solvents, on 

going from lighter to heavier LnIII ions, favors the formation of 

type-II and type-III complexes, at the expense of type-I 

complexes. Nevertheless, this later effect can be moderated by 

the use of acetonitrile. Only ferromagnetic intramolecular 

interactions are active above T ≈ 2 K in the entire set of 

dinuclear and tetranuclear NiII-GdIII complexes, the NiII-NiII 

interactions being larger than the NiII-GdIII ones. Below ca. 2 K, 

intermolecular correlations start to develop, ultimately leading 

to a magnetically ordered state at T = 0.49 K and, similarly, at 

ca. 0.5 K for the dinuclear NiII-GdIII complexes 1 and 5, 

respectively, and at T = 0.45 K for the tetranuclear NiII-GdIII 

complex 7. The magnetocaloric effect of 1, 5 and 7, 

determined from magnetization and heat capacity 

experiments, is maximum in the range of ca. 1 K ≤ T ≤ 6 K. 

Besides, comparatively with studies for other NiII-GdIII 

complexes, the effect is relatively large, the more so the lower 

is the magnetic anisotropy of the NiII ions. 
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Synopsis 
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